Abstract-This paper describes a framework for constructing a three-dimensional immersive environment that can be used for training physical activities. The system is designed to capture three dimensional full-body human motion in real time and visualize the data either locally or remotely through three-dimensional display system so that the data can be viewed from arbitrary viewpoints. In the proposed system, an immersive environment is constructed through realistic reconstruction of a scene by applying a stereo algorithm on a set of images that is captured from multiple viewpoints. Specifically, twelve camera clusters that consist of four camera quadruples are used to capture the scene, where each camera cluster is processed by a pc independently and synchronously so that partial reconstructions from each viewpoint are merged to form a complete 3D description of the scene. This paper discusses in detail system architectures that enable synchronous operations across multiple computers while achieving parallel computations within each multi-processor system. A set of experiments is performed to learn tai-chi lessons in this environment where students are instructed to follow pre-recorded teacher's movements while observing both their own motions and the teacher in real-time. The effect of learning in the virtual environment is discussed by comparing the performance of the trainee groups under different control environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term 'virtual reality' was coined to deliver the concept of recreated, computer-simulated environments that allow some form of user interactions. In the early virtual reality(VR) systems, the interaction between physical and virtual space was typically realized by either manipulating virtual objects or by changing viewpoints from tracking user motions in physical space. The representation of virtual world was also far from being realistic due to visualization with simplified graphics objects and synthetic avatars. This made VR systems to be very limited in usage such as data visualization and tool for user interface.
The breakthrough in the synthetic virtual space is made when three-dimensional (3D) computer vision technology is adopted in VR systems. The image-based 3D computation provides richer information in reproducing virtual space and makes it more realistic. For example, the images that are captured from cameras are used to render the scene from novel viewpoints by combining 3D information that is extracted from multiple images. With the help of 3D display systems, this makes virtual space more realistic and immersive.
There have been several different approaches to construct 3D virtual space by using vision technology. These methods can be categorized by 3D computation method involved. Cheung et. al [1] proposed a silhouette-based approach to capture dynamic 3D data. The Shape-fromsilhouette (SFS) typically requires five or more images to extract 3D information by the intersection of visual cones formed by silhouettes and camera centers. Voxel-based method such as [2] , [3] computes depths by sampling uniform grid of space using color consistency. Mulligan et. al [4] proposed a system that utilizes multi-baseline stereo algorithms for extracting dense stereo depthmaps.
Each of the approaches differs in terms of reconstruction speed, resolution and robustness. For example, a dense stereo-based approach [4] , [5] produces the most high-resolution 3D information but with the biggest computational overhead. On the other hand, SFS and voxelbased approaches are computationally more efficient but produce low-resolution 3D data. The proposed method tries to combine the advantage of both speed and quality of reconstruction by computing 3D data from a regionbased multi-baseline stereo algorithm in real-time manner.
This paper describes a framework for constructing a three-dimensional immersive environment that can be used for training physical activities. In the proposed system, we construct a real-time immersive environment that can capture 3D information of dynamic events at 10∼15 fps on a commodity hardware. The speed-up in 3D computation from each trinocular stereo cluster can be contributed by a novel region-based stereo algorithm as well as optimized software architecture. This paper discusses in detail system architectures that enable synchronous operations across multiple computers while achieving parallel computations within each multi-processor system. The proposed system is evaluated through experiments of training tai-chi lessons and synchronized ballet.
II. RELATED WORK
The application of stereo-based 3D computation in computer vision can be largely divided into two categories: scene analysis and scene reconstruction. 3D computation from stereo algorithms has been applied in various applications in either offline process or in realtime systems. Pollefey et. al., [6] , [7] proposed techniques to scan outdoor scenes from video imageries by a batch optimization process. Scanning of small, static objects are reported by Van Gool et al., [8] with the help of structured, encoded lightings to enhance accuracy of 3D data acquisitions.
Many systems have been proposed to compute 3D information of the scene in real-time. Some of them [8] , [9] use dedicated hardware such as DSP based processing units to achieve fast computations.
One application of real-time stereo systems is 3D video conferencing systems [4] , [10] , [11] . For example, HP Collesium [11] utilizes an array of cameras in the desktop settings to capture upper body motions of users in 3D so that the viewer can see the other parties from different viewpoints.
Systems that capture full-body motions from video inputs are also available [12] , [13] . Virtualized reality system by Kanade [13] and Blue-C systems [12] use a sea of cameras (51 and 6, respectively) to capture the scene from surrounding positions. These systems are known to provide 3D streams of full-body motion of a person inside the camera dome.
One of the most advanced versions of these is real-time tele-immersive system. Mulligan et al. [4] , [10] proposed a stereo system that consists of multiple stereo camera clusters that can compute 3D data, transfer them to remote places and visualize them in real-time so that they can construct a shared immersive environment.
The proposed work follows the basic framework of this approach [4] , [5] . Multiple camera clusters that consist of 4 cameras are placed in a cubic space to capture full-body motion in real-time. The current system achieves fully immersive environments by capturing and reconstructing high-resolution 360 degree view of dynamic full-body motions and the system is successfully demonstrated as a tool for learning physical activities such as tai-chi and ballet in virtualized environment.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
The system consists of three components: image processing, date transmission and visualization. In the image processing, multiple camera clusters consisting of three black and white cameras and a color camera are processed independently to compute 3D information of the scene from different viewpoints. Due to large computational demand, 3D computation from each viewpoint is handled by separate PCs. The partial 3D information from each viewpoint is combined later in the renderer machine to produce a full representation of the scene. The second component of the system is network transmission of 3D data. To achieve immersive environments that allow realistic interactions, it is required that multiple 3D stream can be transmitted to a rendering system synchronously with minimal delay. The rendering system can be located both locally and remotely to allow bidirectional interactions between remote places. In such a case, it is desired to reduce the bandwidth of 3D data to minimize delay from network transmission. A simple compression and encoding algorithm is used to reduce bandwidth of data.
In the renderer machine, the received 3D streams from different viewpoints are combined together and visualized through 3D display systems so that users can feel relative depths in the scene. The diagram of the system is shown in figure 1.
IV. SYSTEM HARDWARE
In this section, hardware components of the current system are described in detail. In the proposed system, most of the computational resources are dedicated to image processing tasks due to heavy 3D computational process. Specifically, twelve dual 3 GHz Pentium equipped PCs are used to grab images and compute 3D information in real-time. Each PC takes care of processing images from a camera cluster that consists of three B/W cameras and a color camera. Three B/W cameras provide image streams for depth calculations, while the color camera provides appearance information of the scene. In total, 48 cameras are used to from 12 camera clusters.
One of these computers also serves as a trigger server to synchronize operations of image grabbing and 3D computation across all computers. Trigger server makes sure that all images are grabbed physically at the same time across all computers by generating hardware trigger signal through parallel port which is connected to trigger input pins of all cameras. Software trigger signal is also generated by TCP-based network packets so that 3D computation can be initiated at the same time.
1394A firewire cameras are used that can grab images of 640 × 480 resolutions at maximum of 30 Hz. However, as four cameras are connected to a single PC, the bandwidth of the PCI bus (400 Mbps) limits the maximum allowable frame rates at 15 fps (640 × 480 × 6 × 8bpf × 15f ps). Infra-red structured lighting systems are also used to project virtual invisible patterns on the scene. The lighting system consists of infra-red light bulb, two convex lens and a grid pattern printed on a transparency paper. It projects patterns on the scene, which are visible only to black and white camera to help depth computation. 1 As the infra-red light patterns are invisible to color cameras with IR-block filter, it does not introduce any artifacts in the visual reconstruction. Figure 2 .(d) shows an example of infra-red patterns captured by a BW camera. Eight infra-red lightings are placed in the front and back camera clusters.
The display system consists of a renderer computer and a 3D display device with two projectors and polarized filters. The renderer receives 3D data from 12 computers and generates left and right views from a virtual viewpoint, which are displayed through two projectors separately. More specifically, the received 3D data is transformed with respect to a global coordinate system centering on the physical center of the cubic space and the transformed data is projected onto a virtual screen from two virtual viewpoints separated 6.5cm of gaze separation. Users with corresponding polarized glasses can perceive depths by fusing these images from parallax. The virtual viewpoint can be changed by either a 3D pointing device or by tracking head pose of a user, which is handled by the renderer. 1 The virtual pattern is adopted to reduce fragility of stereo algorithm which cannot handle well textureless regions because of matching ambiguity.
The connection between the client computers and the renderer is made with both 100 Mbps and gigabit links. The renderer is connected with a gigabit link so that it can receive with enough bandwidth aggregate data from all the client machines, which are connected with 100 Mbps links. Note that the renderer can be located in a geographically remote place, in which case a dedicated gigabit connection was preserved for real-time communications.
V. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
One important aspect of the system that is comprised of multiple computing units is how to communicate between components at different levels. This includes communications between different computers, communications between multiple processors in each computer and communications between multiple threads and processes. In such systems, it is very critical to design software architecture so that they can operate synchronously and in parallel to fully exploit available computing resources. In this section, we describe a software architecture that exploits parallelism of multi-processor systems and achieves efficient communications between computers.
A. Communication between Multiple Computers
Communication between different client computers is controlled by a trigger server which acts as a messenger controlling synchronous operations. Basically, the server generates messages of the next task once it receives acknowledgements of end of the current task from all clients. This means that all operations are fully synchronized and delay from each client is propagated in accumulation. However, this strict lock-loop synchronization is needed because firstly, the renderer is supposed to receive same time-stamped data and secondly, asynchronous operation of clients can result in bigger overall delay in communications with renderer that may be located in remote places. The message is a simple TCP-based network packet that contains task ID. Note that TCPbased messaging of small packet size allows reliable communication in local area network environment with minimal delay.
B. Communication between Threads inside a Computer
Multiple threads in each client computer handle the assigned task. Threading is essential in this framework to exploit available computational resources, especially in multi-processor systems. Basically, non-sequential jobs can be run in parallel without blocking other jobs. In addition, tasks that deal with images can be further parallelized by dividing jobs to process different non-overlapping image regions. Communication between threads is also important to make sure that multiple jobs can be completed at the same time as well as to prevent dead lock on the shared resources. In the current system, event object is used for thread communication. There are largely three thread groups running in the client machines. thread changes states by monitoring event objects. For example, the image processing thread wakes up when the network thread releases the corresponding event object upon receiving new task packet from renderer. Once image processing completes, the image processing thread releases event object to notify job completion and network thread resumes operation by sending computed 3D data to renderer.
C. Parallel Computation in Image Processing
In real-time vision systems, there typically exists constant latency (<30 msec) in image grabbing process that results largely from integration time of electronic shutter in the camera and image transfer time from camera to system memory. To reduce this latency, a parallel architecture can be adopted between image grabbing process (image producer) and image processing (image consumer). That is, instead of running both tasks in sequence, they can be run in parallel so that image producer can always return the most recent image with less than the nominal latency. 2 The image processing task is also managed by multiple threads that accomplish independent computer vision algorithms such as edge detection, Delaunay triangulation and stereo matching. Most of these tasks need to be carried out in sequence because they rely on the output of the other tasks. However, some of these can be parallelized by utilizing the nature of image processing and multiple processor (MP) platforms.
In general, many image processing tasks can be done independently by dividing the image into multiple sub regions and run identical threads to process different image parts. Thus, identical threads that handle different image parts can be executed in parallel efficiently by dividing image regions by the number of the available physical processors in MP systems. In the current dual-processor client computers, we divide an image into upper and lower half regions and run two identical threads so that they can be scheduled in different physical processors in parallel. In addition, certain tasks that do not require output of other image processing tasks such as rectification and edge detection can be also scheduled in parallel. 2 image grabbing thread issue continuously grabbing commands to digitizer in the camera regardless of completion of image processing thread and copy of most recent image is made to computer system memory only when image processing is completed.
D. Real-time 3D Computation 1) Introduction:
This section describes in detail realtime image processing to obtain 3D information. In image-based systems, 3D information of a scene can be typically computed by finding matching points, i.e., correspondences on different images that are captured from two or more viewpoints. The distance between matching points, i.e., disparity, can be then converted to depth of the point in the world given physical displacement (baseline) between two cameras by
In the current system, a trinocular stereo algorithm that utilizes three images is adopted for robust 3D computation. One advantage of this method over conventional binocular stereo algorithms is that it can resolve ambiguities better due to additional geometric and photometric constraints from a third view resulting in more accurate 3D computation. For example, depth of points on periodically repetitive patterns cannot be estimated accurately using two views, while three or more views can resolve the ambiguity as shown in [14] . However, in turn it introduces additional computational overhead for processing that may result in twice as much as binocularbased systems.
Let us describe in detail 3D computation steps using a trinocular stereo algorithm that is basis of real-time platform. As a pre-processing step for 3D computation, rectification of images is desired for computational efficiency in general stereo computation. Images are first rectified so that all image planes become parallel to the reference baseline that is defined by a central image pair. Refer to Figure 4 . After the rectification, the matching process can be simplified to a one-dimensional search parallel to scanlines so that match of a point in the reference image can be found by considering a set of points on a scan line in different images where specific scan line is determined by pre-computed mapping. Before proceeding, the reference (center) image is also processed to separate the foreground objects, i.e. moving parts from static background by applying standard background subtraction method. Background subtraction segments the reference image with binary labels and only pixels on the foreground are considered for further computation. 3 
2) Region-based Stereo Algorithm:
A region-based stereo algorithm is proposed to compute depths in realtime while preserving depth discontinuity that is found at object boundary. Instead of processing each pixel individually, this algorithm treats a set of pixels on a textureless region as a smoothly varying surface in the scene and computes depths efficiently by applying a planeplus-parallax assumption. The algorithm is based on two assumptions: (1) local continuity and (2) relationship between depth discontinuity and intensity discontinuity. The local continuity assumption states that in general, disparity varies smoothly at most places in the scene except at depth discontinuities and the disparity of smooth surfaces are typically bounded by disparity at depth discontinuities. Points at depth discontinuity are typically accompanied by intensity discontinuity in the scene. This is because objects at different depths usually show a certain amount of gray value differences which result in contour edges in the image. This indicates that intensity discontinuity is in fact a strong cue for estimating disparity. That is, disparity values at these points can be used to regulate disparity of neighborhood points by hypothesizing either a smooth surface or a discontinuous surface. Based on the above assumptions, in this approach intensity discontinuity is exploited to guide the matching process by abstracting the scene into a set of homogeneous regions.
3) Procedures: More specifically, first the reference image is tessellated into a set of homogeneous regions by applying Delaunay triangulation to points at intensity discontinuities as shown in the figure 5. Each triangular region is supposed to be a part of smoothly varying surface in the world. Disparity estimation proceeds independently for each region. For each extracted triangle, two distinct similarity measures are applied to find matching points for boundary points and interior points independently but cooperatively. Here, two different similarity measures are adopted because two sets of points show quite different characteristics in matching errors. While boundary points are robustly matched with normalized cross correlationbased (NCC) methods due to textureness, the interior points on textureless regions can be better matched with simple sum of absolute difference (SAD) methods. 4 First, the depth of boundary points is computed by using modified normalized cross correlation measures (MNCC). The computed disparity at boundary is then used to constrain the disparity search for interior points of each region. Next, disparity of interior points is computed by applying a rectified gray value difference measure (rSAD) in a reduced disparity range that is bounded by disparity at boundary points.
Here, rSAD is proposed to solve matching points on textureless regions. Typically, points on homogenous regions are hard to match because of multiple local minima in the matching errors due to low signal to noise ratio. However, this can be effectively addressed by constraining the candidate disparity range that is obtained from disparity of the boundary points together with photometric rectification that compensates image offset from Vignetting effect and lens fall-off effect. 5 An example of matching error formation of a point in homogeneous region is shown in figure 6 that illustrate a situation when rSAD outperforms NCC and SAD. The proposed rSAD method specifically handles gray value offsets between multiple views by modeling those effects as locally constant. Given disparity range for matching, first mean gray level between comparing image patches is estimated, where image patches on nonreference views are selected based on disparity of boundary points. Then for each image patch, a scale factor that compensates gray value offset is measured by comparing the mean gray level with that of reference image patch. These scale factors are multiplied to original gray values to photometrically rectify images. Given multiple images, the gray value differences can be approximated by using standard deviation as follows.
4 NCC is designed to be robust against noise thus points on low signalto-noise ratio such as textureless regions do not register strong peaks in matching errors. On the other hand, SAD is better at capturing subtle gray value differences thus it performs well on points on textureless regions. 5 Vignetting effect refers to gray value reduction as the light pass through periphery of lens. Lens fall-off effect refers to gray value reduction due to physics of lens that is proportional to cos θ 4 where θ is defined as angle between optical axis and ray of light.
,where si denotes scale to rectify gray value offsets between image patches, Ii and the reference image patch, I2 for example.
The advantages of the proposed region-based approach can be explained in terms of computation time and reconstruction quality. First, fast computation is possible because relatively simple matching error metric, i.e., rSAD, is applied to the majority of points while a heavy correlation measure, NCC is applied to a small set of points. This can be explained by that fact that in most situations, points at intensity edges comprise only a sparse set of point, typically less than 10 % of the whole points. Additionally, constraining depth search range for interior points helps further reduce computation time.
The quality of reconstruction can be also improved over other pixel-based approaches. In the proposed method, we can discover depths more robustly on textureless regions by suppressing local maxima from boundary depth values. In addition, accurate depth at object boundary can be obtained by inhibiting correlation across depth discontinuities, which otherwise results in blurred depth boundaries. A diagram of overall image processing step is shown in figure 7 . In some processes where data dependency is not required, pair of redundant threads is executed to process upper and lower half of an image independently so that they can be processed in parallel on different CPUs.
An example of reconstruction result is shown in figure  8 . This is computed by five camera clusters that are placed to capture front upper body. Figure 8 is a result of rendering the aggregrate 3D data from five viewpoints from a novel viewpoint. It can be observed that disparity of homogeneous points on the bright clothes is estimated reasonably well in terms of of reconstruction quality.
The following table I shows computation time comparison between two different methods. Both methods are applied in trinocular stereo setups in tele-immersive applications. The first approach [4] is an optimized pixelbased method where two matching scores are computed using MNCC for left-center and center-right image pairs and correspondences are found by locating maxima in both matching errors. Optimization is achieved by constraining the disparity search range in the vicinity of neighborhood disparity values. It can be seen that the proposed method can achieve a significant speed up in matching error computation due to selective application of optimal similarity measures. Note also that optimized pixel-base method show varying correlation time because only foreground points after background subtraction are considered thus it varies dynamically. The difference in correlation computation step can be explained by the fact that the proposed method spends approximately only 10% of the time in MNCC compared with method 1 and the remaining 90% is processed by computationally much efficient rSAD step. Figure 9 shows qualitative comparison of reconstruction between different methods. Results of applying SAD, MNCC and the proposed algorithm are shown. SAD produces noisy depths especially on textureless regions and depth blurring at object boundary. MNCC can measure depths more robustly but it undergoes similar problems on textureless regions on white clothes part. The proposed method returns most robust results by combining the benefit of both methods. It performs similar to or slightly better than MNCC at depth boundaries and performs significantly better on textureless regions. 
VI. TRAINING PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES IN REAL-TIME IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENTS
The capability of real-time reconstruction together with full-body motions captures allows it a good system for training physical activities. The current setup is used to learn Tai-chi lessons and dance motions. The motions are selected to satisfy space limitations. Basically, performance of teacher is first recorded in 3D streams. Next, a subject is invited to follow teachers recorded motions by visualizing both motions in the virtual space. Unlike in 2D-based training, the 3D environment allows users to view the scene from arbitrary viewpoints. In addition, virtual environment allows users to be positioned freely so that they can even overlap their motions with that of teachers for more effective learning (refer to figure 10,11) . To measure the effectiveness of immersive environment as a training tool, an experiment with 26 subjects is performed under two different controlled environments. The subjects are divided into two groups, where each group is instructed to learn by viewing motions either in 2D video or 3D. The test is split into three steps. In the first phase, the participant learns tai-chi motions by following prerecorded teachers motions. In this phase, the participants can view both their and teachers motion at the same time in 2D or 3D. In the second phase, trainee first reviews their motion for a specific time under different video settings and then is instructed to repeat the phase I. At the reviewing, participants in the first group can play back video in 2D settings while the second group can view in 3D their performance by changing viewpoints at their preferences. This step is designed to measure effect of 3D information as the learning reinforcement compared with 2D information. The third phase is the final testing, where the trainee performs specific moves which are verbally instructed without the benefit of watching the teacher. The performance of two groups is rated by two professional reviewers according to form, coordination and overall performance and is quantified using Likert scale as shown in table II. The experiment result shows that performance of the group under immersive settings outperforms the other group in all three phases. This can be contributed by the amount of information between 2D and 3D and the effectiveness of real-time 3D visualization at training. More detailed analysis and experiment procedures can be found in [15] . Another experiment is tried to perform coordinated ballet in this virtual space. As an initial trial, the perfor-mance of a dancer is pre-recorded in 3D and the dancer performed synchronized ballet with the pre-recorded motions. In terms of speed and visual quality, the dancer could feel immersive enough to perform as if the other party was locally present. The next step of this experiment is to expand it over network so that dancers at two remote sites can perform coordinated motions in realtime. This requires solving issues at network transmission that arise due to large bandwidth such as delay and packet loss. Developing improved protocol by compression and adaptive prioritized transmission is under investigation by Jin et. al. [16] - [18] . Figure 12 show snapshot of dance performance in the local experiment. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses overview of immersive system as a tool for learning physical activities. The hardware and software components of the system are described in detail that allows real-time computations such as software implementation of multi-threading under multi-processor systems and synchronization of jobs across multiple computers. A set of experiments have been performed to learn tai-chi lessons and to do synchronized ballet. An experiment evaluation of tai-chi lesson is presented that shows effectiveness of immersive environment in learning physical activities.
There are largely three tasks as future works. First of all, visual quality of reconstruction needs improvements. Stereo-based 3D reconstruction has limitations in the quality of depth estimates and it results in noisy values or missing reconstruction. To enhance visual reconstruction, a model-based approach is desired that can fit 3D point cluster with body model for example to remove visual clutter and fill holes from missing reconstruction. Secondly, the speed of computation can be improved. This can be approached by better optimized algorithms or hardware-based stereo computations. Thirdly, a new network protocol that handles 3D video streams need to be developed so that it can process large bandwidth of data by dedicated compression algorithm and perform prioritized transmission under low-bandwidth network from optimal view selection mechanism.
